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Finished Goods Made from Agricultural Materials
Finished goods made from nonfarm raw materials are a fairly
homogeneous group. Stocks move inversely during business cycles
of ordinary length because production, while sensitive to changes
in demand, responds only after a certain interval and at a certain
rate. The group of products now to be reviewedproducts fabri-
cated from agricultural raw materialsdoes not present such a
uniform picture. At bottom, the reason for their diverse behavior
is that they approximate only loosely the group we wish to distin-
guish, namely, products whose production cycles are influenced
more largely by fluctuations in conditions of supply than bythose
in conditions of demand. However, since many fabricated farm
products do, in fact, meet this specification while others do not for
identifiable reasons, a review of the group will go far toward clari-
fying the situation.
iConformity to Cycles in Business and Production
The relation of manufacturers' stocks of finished goods made
from agricultural raw materials to business cycles is diverse. Of the
ten full cycle indexes in Tabler' three have fairly substantial
values with a negative sign, one indicates regular positive conform-
ity; six indexes arc low, and of these, three are negative, one is
positive, and two are zero. But even among the group that appar-
ently responds inversely to changes in business activity, reasons
differ.
In marked contrast to the diverse behavior of this collection of
inventories to business cycles is their response to production in their
own industries (Table 56). Seven of the ten stock series seem to
conform positively to production cycles as judged by the sign of the
full cycle index, and six of the seven do so regularly, as evidenced
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TAaLE 55
Manufacturers' Stocks of Fabricated Agricultural Products
Conformity to Business Cycles
vrAcdls
PO. OF MATCIIFti I5I)EX 05CO.5I-0k%1j15 To
CYCLF5WITH LXI. St SIX FL',
Lap. C-ontr.Cycle Evaporated milk. case goods, 1921-38 1-V +50 0- Shortenings, 1924-$8 V1l1-V + ioo -O Cottonseed oil, crude. igig-8 l-IVtoob7- Cottonced oil, refined, 1919-38 l-IVso- Linseed oil. 1919-38 5 I-V2060 Inedible tallow, 1919-38 1-IV20so Beef & veal in cold storage, ipig-8 I-Vso+67 +60 Pork in cold storage, i9ip-8 5 I-V +50+33 o Lard in cold storage, tgtg-8 S I-V +6o o +80 Finished cattlehideleather, 1924-38 3 I-V to
The period is that covered by the number of full cycles in the seriesmeasured from trough to trough. Asterisks indicate that the Contraction and full q-cic indexescover an addluotsal reference phase at the beginning or end.
by high indexes. It is interesting,moreover, that the stock series
that conform positively to productioncycles include the three that
yielded high negative indexes of conformityto busincss cycles.
We can, therefore, say two things. First,the diverse responses of
stocks of fabricated farm productsto business cycles are found in
association with similarresponse to cycles in production. Secondly,
of the commodities thatmove inversely during business cyclessome
do so for reasons quite differentfrom those that control thebe-
havior of nonfarm products. Inthe latter group, stocks moved in-
versely to cycles in both businessand production. Among farm
products, however,some that behave inversely duringbusiness
cycles still conform positivelyto cycles in production. To gainsome
understanding of this behavior,we consider these commodities in
separate groups.
2Crude and RefinedColtonseed Oil
Stocks of cottonseed oilmay be said to be a classicexample of the
inventory category studiedin this chapter. Theyrepresent an ex-
treme case of a commodity whoserate of production is governed
by changes in the supplyof raw materials;and since the oil, whether crudeor refined, is durable and staple,the behavior of cot-
tonseed oil stocks is in strikingcontrast to that of the other durable













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Stocks of crude and refined oilare not completely on apar.
Refined oil stocks are larger andmore surplus oil is stocked inre-
fined than in crude form. Indeed, sincea large part of refined oil
output is made from crude oil produced by thesame finns, and
since the crude oil is usually refinedpromptly, stocks ofcrude oil
have some characteristics of goods inprocess. Nor is refined oila
pure example of a flnished' good inmy definition, for it thclud
some oil held by industrial consumers,principally by manufactur.
ers of vegetable shortenings. The latterdifficulty, however,does not seem to have been sufficientlyserious to obscure theessential facts of the case.
140
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Stocks of both commodities appear to move inversely to business
cycles. The full cycleindex of confonnity for crude oil during five
cycles is too, thatfor refined oil, 6o. In this respect the be-
havior of thesecommodities resembles the nonfarm products sur-
veyed in the preceding chapter. Unlike the latter, however, stocks
of crude and refined cottonseedoil respond positively to fluctua-
tions in production(Table 56 and Chart 40).
To understand the tendency for stocks to conformpositively to
production cycles, we must consider the conditions influencing out-
put. The output ofcottonseed oil, both crude and refined, is con-
trolled largely by the supply of cottonseed. Cottonseed, being cheap
and bulky, can be stored much moreeconomically after it has
been reduced to oil. The productionof crude oil, therefore, tends
to rise and fall with thesupply of seed. And since the oil, once corn-
pressed into its crude form, is usually promptly refined, thestock
of crude oil acts, to a considerable degree, as an inventoryof goods
in process, rising and falling in close conformitywith output
(Chart 4').
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The relation between the stocks and outputof refined oil is based
on a different principle. The supplyof cottonseed and, therefore,
the output of refined oil is governed by the sizeof the cotton crop
(Chart 41); and the latter, in turn, isgoverned, in the short-run,C
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mainly by weather conditions. Hence theoutput of refined oil rises
and falls independently of movements in the demandfor oil. Stoth
of refined oil will tend to increase whenoutput rises and to decline
when output falls. They do not, however,typically rise assoon as
output turns up, for usually some time will elapse beforethe rising
trend of production outruns therate of utilization of oil. Similarly,
when output falls, some time will elapsebefore production drops
below the rate of utilization. The peaksand troughs of stocks,
therefore, tend to lag behind those ofoutput (Chart 4°). More-
over, if we assume that stocks and productionfluctuate synchron-
ously, the conformity indexes ofrefined stocks during5 output
cycles 1920-40 are +20, +20, +11.But if we assume that stocks
typically rise between stages IIand VI of output cycles, thein-
dexes run +6o, +100, +78.
This is not to say that theutilization of cottonseed oil isinde-
pendent of its supplyeven in the shortrun.1 Refinedcottonseed oil
has many uses incommon with lard, the other principaledible fat,
and with other animal fatsand vegetable oils. Otherthings being
equal, when the supply ofcottonseed oil rises inconsequence of a
large cotton crop, its pricetends to drop and it tendsto be substi-
tuted for competing fats andoils in the production ofshortenings, salad oils, soaps, andmany other commodities. Thatutilization
and production of refinedcottonseed oil tend tomove together is
evidenced by the conformityindexes for refined oiloutput during
7 cycles in the 'disappearance' of refinedoil 1920-41 whichrun +100, +71, +100.2 Butas might be expected, whenthe price of
oil declines, the oil tendsto be stored in anticipationof a period of
'Some additional explanation ofthe distjnctiobetween demand and utiliza- tion may he helpful. Demandfor Cottonseed oilcan rise because say, national income increases, stimulatingactivity in industries usingoil. Or it can rise because the supply ofsubstitute oils and fats declines,compelling heavier de. pendence on cottonseed oil.Changes in demandare accompanjtd by changes in the utilization ofCottonseed oil, but theyare not regularly accompanied by changes in the output, sincethat is governed by thesize of the Cotton crop. As indicated in the text, however,utilization is correlatedalso with output, since a larger supply of cottonseedoil tends to reduce itsprice and to encouzage substitution for competing fatsand oils. Economists willrecognize that demand means demand in the schedulesense, while utilizationmeans the amount re- moved from the market forfurther fabricationor consumption 2 'Disappearance'is a measure of theutilization of o'J in furtherfabrication, computed by adjusting refinedoil output forchanges in stocks.maSHED FARM STOCKS 277
wer output andhigher prices. Consequently, cottoncrops, cot-
onseed oil production, the utilization of oil, and after an interval,
stocks of oil, all move together and inversely to oil prices.
The production of cottonseed oil (and ultimately the size of the
cotton crop) is probably the chief influence controlling cyclical
changes in the volume of oil utilization. If it were the only signifi-
cant factor we would expect the cycles in production and utiliza-
tion to be so closely parallel that the conformity of stocks to both
would be approximately the same.8
It is instructive to consider another simple case. If the utiliza-
tion of cottonseed oil moved in cycles unrelated to its output, that
is, if utilization were influenced only from the side of dci nand, an
increase in utilization would tend to draw down stocks, at least
alter an interval in which utilization overtook and ran ahead of
production. A decline in utilization would cause stocks to accumu-
lateagain, after an interval. In short, under these simple assump-
tions stocks would tend to vary inversely to utilization, with a lag.
Neither model fits the case. The utilization of cottonseed oil is
strongly influenced by its rate of production because of the com-
petitive relation of cottonseed oil with other fats and oils. But util-
ization is influenced also by two factors on the side of demand: the
supply of competing fats and oils, and the level of business or
tional income. I do not attempt to measure their importance di-
rectly, but it may be inferred by comparing the behavior of prices
of cottonseed oil and its main competitor, lard, during business
cycles (Chart 42).
The similarity in the price movements of the two commodities
indicates that they are close substitutes. When the supply of lard is
large, it is substituted for cottonseed oil which causes the price of
oil to decline in about the same degree as the price of lard. The
positive conformity of both price series with business cycles indi-
cates that the demand for fats and oils rises and falls with the level
of income. No other inference is open since the output of neither
'Cases of this sort were typical among nonagricultural commodities. There the
Cyclical fluctuation in demand was the dominating influence on both ship-
Iflflts and production, and stocks tended to vary inversely to both.
4Conforinjty indexes for the wholesale price of refined cottonseed oil at New
YOt* (I' business cycles, 1891-1938)are +45, +45, +60; those for the
wholesale price of lard (business cycles, 1912-38) are + ,00, +6o, + too.















Refined Cottonseed OH and Lard
Wholesale Prices, Annual Averages
1919'21'23'25'27 293I'33'33'37.
LegQrilIOlCuCel. Si*cificatitns oaf wureea
ReIned coftenseed oil: cads per poue'd, N.,prin9, summer, peltom. 1919-33, Oeperime,t of Agnaifture; 1933-39,Bureau of LoStatiti Lord: cents per pouid, prim. contract; 8ureuof Labor Statistics.
cauitroctions (thodid) and are harked off by Ut. nt.ntIly relater. dhronclo9y.
commodity is closely relatedto business atlarge.5The behavior of
shortenings production, theprincipal consumer ofcottonseed oil during the interwarperiod, supportsour inference. The output of
shortenings conformedpositively to business cycles;its conformity indexes were +100,+50,+67 forcycles, '924-38. Moreover, its cyclical swingswere substantial. Theamplitude of shortenings
production was 93.8 forcycles, '923-40; ofcottonseed oil pro- duction itself, 114.8 for4cycles, 1922-40.
The variety of factorsaffecting theutilization of cottonseed oil
causes the relation betweenstocks and utilizationto be irregular. The factors influencing'disappearance' from theside of demand, that is, the level ofincome and thesupply of other fatsand oils, would tend to producean inverted relation,with stocks lagging. But disappearancealso tends to riseand fall withcottonseed oil production. And therelation betweenproduction and stocks is
5The conformity indexesfor lard productionfrom federally inspectedslaugh. ter (5 cycles, 191938)are+20, -2O, +It;those for refinedcottonseed oil production (cycles. 1913-38)are2o, 0,
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positive, with stocks lagging.This, of course, has its effect onthe
relation between oil utilizationand stocks. The netresult is a draw.
Stocks do not exhibit anyregular relation to cycles inutilization.
Conformity indexes for stocks during 7cycles in the disappearance
of refined cottonseed oil,1920-38,are o, 14, o.This, of course,
does not prove that stocks are notsystematically affected byfluctu-
ations in the demand for oil. Thatcould be true only if thedemand
for oil were always constant, anassumption contrary tofact, for
the demand for cottonseed oil varieswith both the levelof business
and the supply of competing fats.The difficulty is thatdemand
acts on stocks only through itsinfluence on theutilization of oil,
and utilization is influenced stronglyalso by the supplyof oil. The
influence of demand is thereforeobscured.
This analysis enables us tounderstand the behaviorof produc-
lion and stocks during businesscycles. As might beexpected, the
patterns of production of both crudeand refined oil are verysun-
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Chort 43
Cottonseed Oil Stocks and Production
sraq Patterns during5 BusIness Cycles, 1919-1938
- Stocks
-- ProductiOn
Crud. CottoniSed Oil Rstinid Cottonssed Oil






ilar (Chart 43). Neither responds markedly to businesscycles, al-
though during the five interwar cycles, productionrose more dur-
ing contractions, on the average, than durbigexpansions. This, in
turn, reflects similar movements in the cotton crop.
The patterns of stocks are again similar to those ofproduction,
but an inverted relation to business cycles ismore distinct. For the
5 business cycles t 919-38, the indexes for crude oil were00,
----67, 100; for refined oil, 20,33, 60. The utilization of oil
was, then, regularly larger than output during businessexpansions
and regularly lower during contractions dueto the influence of the
level of income on the use of oil. Whileutilization cycles resemble
production cycles closely, forreasons already stated, changes in in-
come must have been sufficient to keepuse greater than output
when income was rising and lower thanoutput when incomewas
declining.5
3Cold Storage holdings of Pork, Lard,and Beef
Inventories of pork, lard, and beefheld in storage at slaughtering
plants diffcr fromthose of cottonseed oil ina vital respect: the
stocks of animal productsare relatively perishable. Hence their
primary function is to smoothout seasonal fluctuations in the
marketing of hogs and cattle. Onlynecessary working inventory is
carried over from seasons of slackto those of heavy marketings.'
Cottonseed oil inventories alsohave a seasonal function,but, in ad-
' In ideal circumstances, thecorrelation of utilization with businessactivity should tend to produce referencecycles in stocks thatare related to business inversely and with a lag, ratherthan with a lead, asseems to have been the case. This departure from expectationsis probably partly dueto the pattern of Cottonseed oil productionitself during the cyclescovered by the data (Chart 43). It may be due inpart also to the influence of changesin the sup- ply of competing goodson the demand for cottonseed oil.
'In response to an inquiry aboutthe character of coldstorage stocks of meat, H. B. Arthur, Manager ofthe Commercial ResearchDepartment of Swift and Company, writes (June24, 1q42):
"Your inquiry as to whatproportion of frozenmeats are surplus and what pro- portion are in process ofdistribution: In onesense none of these meats are sur- plus and all of themare in process of distribtI0That is, meats are put in frozen storage almostentirely for thepurpose of carrying surplus supplies which result from the flushmarketing periodsover into the season when smaller livestock niarketingswould otherwise resultin shortages. The answer to the inquiry is, therefore, thatpractically all of the frozenmeats are 'surplus'jNlSUED FARM STOCKS 281
they serve to carry over supplies from years of relatively
heavy production or light demand to years when these conditions
re reversed.
Cold storage holdings of meat and lard must consequently move
together with production (Table 56 and Chart 44), not because
production outruns consumption when output is high but rather
because the seasonal carryover is large in years of heavy animal
slaughter.
To understand the behavior of these three kinds of inventory
during business cycles, we must know how their output behaves.
The production of all three products moves in close conformity to
the rate of animal slaughter (Table 57 and Chart 45). The sim-
ilarity between the three products, however, ends here. There is no
firm evidence of a regular relation between pork and lard produc-
only in the seasonal sense and that they are 'in process of distribution' in the
annual sense. The amount of frozen meats carried over from one year to the
next is extremely small, although the 'out of stock' condition may come at one
date for one particular cut and at a little later date for another.
Beef is frozen in very small amounts compared with pork items. Frozen beef
consists almost entirely of meat to be used in the manufacture of sausage, beef
specialties and leaner types of certain cuts used in lower-priced restaurants and
miall institutions. Beef is frozen principally in the fall months when the so-
called 'grass' cattle are marketed in large numbers. The only reason why this
meat is frozen is that the cattle that produce this particular type of beef are
marketed in the fall of the year in such numbers as to produce a surplus. In
some other seasons this grade of beef is not produced currently in sufficient
quantities to take care of the demand.
Beef is not placed in cure as a result of such market factors as a decline in
the demand for beef, since the amount of beef that is cured is an insignificant
part of the supply and consists principally of certain cuts, such as briskets and
beef hams and rump butts. The briskets are put into cure throughout the year,
depending on an anticipated demand for corned beef. The beef hams and rump
butts come from lean cattle which are marketed in largest numbers in the fall.
The rump butts make corned beef and the beef hams are usually cured to pm-
duos dried beef. There is, of course, a very considerable demand for all of
these cuts in the frozen state, and the curing is not a matter of storing surpluses
but rather of preparing the product to meet a particular demand for beef that
ba, been cured in this way.
In the case of pork there is a large surplus produced during the winter and
a Comparatively small supply in the summer. As stated above there is very
little pork held over from one year to the nest, Storage is a matter of smooth-
mg the seasonal flow to market. In the case of smoked meats such as hams and
bacon, the season of large supply is in the winter, whereas the season of large




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Lard, Pork, and Frozen and Cured Beef Production
Conformity to Cycles in Animal Slaughter
Pork, frozen or placed in




Commercial hog, 1920-374+zoo+6o +100
Cattle under
fed.inlpection, 1921-352+100+100 +100
tion and business cycles. Beef production, though moving in longer
cycles than general business, appears to be influenced to a marked
degree by the fluctuations in demand that accompany business
cycles (Table 58 and Chart 46). The apparently high positivecon-
formity index for pork production is belied by the extremely irregu-
lar reference cycle patterns in Chart 46.
The causes of this disparate behaviorgo back to the conditions
under which hogs and cattle are raised. Most hogs by farare
slaughtered when they are 8-jo months old. With fewexceptions
it is unprofitable to slaughter youngeror older hogs. As a result,
the number of hogs slaughtered ina given season is governed
largely by the number farmers considered itprofitable to breed 2-
TABLE 58
Lard, Pork, and Frozen and Cured BeefProduction








i6 months earlier (the normal periodof gestation of pigs is four
months). In part, of course, changes inthe incentive to raise hogs
depend upon demand. Increases indemand will tend to stimulate
hog marketings, but only afteri 2-16 months. In part, however, the
incentive to raise pigs dependsupon the price of feed, in the United
States chiefly corn. Since the priceof corn moves inverselyto the
cure, 1919-33
Lard production, 1919-38











Beef, frozen or placed in
4 I-V o+100+43
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The rate at which cattle are bred also dependspartly on the de-
mand for meat and partly on the cost of raisingcattle. Except
calves sold for veal, however, cattle arc notmarketed until they are
several years old. The number of cattle on farmsis, therefore, much
larger relative to the annual rate of slaughter thanis the number
of hogs, and there is more flexibility in the age atwhich cattle can
profitably be slaughtered. Hence cattlebreeders can increase their
marketings significantly when demand andprice rise byselling their
animals somewhat earlier and follow the opposite coursewhen de-
mand and price fall. In consequence, cattleslaughter tends to con-
form positively to business cycles.
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p and sincethe size of the corn crop is largely independent of
jsiness conditions, a large element of irregularity relative to busi-
ncycles is injected into the fluctuations of pig breeding and in
turn into hog slaughter. As a first approximation, therefore, it
se,ms valid to say that short-term fluctuations in hog slaughter are
related only distantly to fluctuations in demand.
Chort 46
Frozen and Cured Meats and Lord
Average Patterns of Output during Bisiness Cycles
Porli, frozen or plocid in cu,. Beet, frozen or piaCSd In core





The fluctuations of pork, lard, and beef inventoriesare consist.
ent with these conditions in the animal breeding industry. As Table
55 indicated, cold storage holdings of pork and lard do not appe
to be related to business cycles, while stocks of beef andveal con-
form positively. The full cycle indexes for thetwo hog products
were o and +20; for beef and veal, the full cycle indexwas +6o.
4Inedible Tallow
The commodities reviewed above illustrated howthe production
of goods fabricated from agriculturalraw materials is sometimes
controlled, in the short-run, by theoutput of the raw materials
rather than, as is more usual in manufacturing,by changes in de-
mand. The use of agriculturalraw materials, however, is not de-
cisive in this respect. Indeed, it isneither necessary nor sufficient.
Although farm products furnish themost important examples, the
supply of a raw materialmay change independently of demand
whenever it is a byproduct, whetherof agriculturai originor not.
On the other hand, the fact thatthe raw material fluctuates, inthe
short-run, independently ofdemand does not necessarilymean
that the rate of output ofthe fabricated conunoditywill follow
suit. The output of the fabricatedconunodity can be divorced
from the independent cyclicalvariations in the supply ofraw ma-
terials almost wholly,or in some degree, if oneor more of several
conditions supervene. (a) If theraw material is durable andcan be stored economically,stocks can be drawn downin good times
and allowed to accumulatein recessions, whilethe Consumption
of the raw material risesand falls with thefluctuations in demand
for fabricated products.Cotton and rubber,reviewed in Chapter
JO, are good examples. (b) Ifthe material isa byproduct whose
output, relative to the majorproduct, is not invariant,its supply can be enlarged at specialexpense. Tallow, thenext commodity to be studied, isan example. (c) If aconsiderable portion of theraw material supplycomes from abroad, importsare likely to rise and fall in responseto the demand for thefabricated commodity and to offset, at least inpart, fluctuations in thedomestic portion of the supply of materials.Linseed oil andleather productionare ex- amples we shall reviewbelow. As stated,the freedom from fluctu- ations in raw materialsupply that theseconditions gain formanu-fiNISHED FARM STOCKS 287
facturing operations may be greator small, but when the condi-
tions are present, the situation is worth separate notice andstudy.
Inedible tallow is a puzzling case in point.' Producedlargely
from the fatty wastes of slaughtered cattle and, toa much smaller
extent, from those of sheep and lambs, it is a byproduct ofmeat
production. Not all tallow, however, is produced bymeat packers
under true byproduct conditions. In large part it is manufactured
by rendering plants which purchase fatty wastes from localslaugh-
terers and convert them into tallow and grease. The production
of the two divisions of the industry has been estimatedby L. B.
Zapoleon (Table 59).
Tsi
Inedible Tallow Produced by Meat Packers andOthers
(millions of pounds)
Inedible Animal Fats in the U. S., Fats and Oils Studies,,Stanford Univer-
sity, Food Research Institute, Dec. 1929,p. 107.
The United States Tariff Commission writes (Reportto the
Congress on Certain Vegetable Oils, Whole Oil andCopra, No.
41, 1932, pp. 222-4):
"Inedible tallow is derived principally from such fat of cattle and
sheep as can not be utilized for foodpurposes. .. . Since 19i4 the re-
covery [of tallow] has increased more than the total production of
meat, evidencing a greater utilization of waste animal fats...the in-
crease in production of inedible tallow was mainly by producers other
than the packers...local rendering plants distributed in urban cen-
ters. . .. The bulk of the increase has come from the local renderers....
The two principal divisions of the industry standon a different
footing as far as expansion is concerned. Speaking broadly, the pack-
ers recover now about the maximum amount of inedible fats and will
probably continue to do so irrespective of price so longas it covers the
co5t of recovery. Production by renderers, however, must be affected
largely by price, for they are not in the position of utilizinga by-prod-
'The chief use of tallow is in the manufacture of soap, of which it is the prin-
cipal raw materiaL
191419191921192319251927
Packers 164 875 152 177 165 171
Others 77 875 207 214 234
Total 197 252 327 384 378 404288
uct of their principal manufacture but ofpurchasing fattywaste and
converting them into tallow andgreaseasmajor products, alongwith their joint products, tanicage andcrackling. Manifestly, theprice of tallow and greasewillinfluence the volume ofproduction, in partie..
ular the rate of erection ofnew rendering plants."
It is not, of course, surprisingto discover somecorrelation be-
tween the rate of cattle slaughter andthe output of tallow.When slaughter increases, theoutput of tallow in the largemeat-paclg plants must increaseas a byproduct. And themore plentiful sup-
ply of animal wastes stimulates productionin the specializedrend.. ering plants. Although thepatterns of tallow outputand cattle slaughter exhibitmany differences (Chart47) they conform posi-
tively to each other ifwe allow for the marked seculargrowth in the former. Conformityindexes for tallowproduction during
slaughter cycles,1921-39, that run +ioo,50, +6 constitute
further evidence of thisrelation.
Chart 47
Inedible lallow Producfforand Cattle Slaughter
Average Patterns during3 Slaughter Cycles,1921-1939
Thilo, WodvClIøu,
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Chart 48
Wholesale Prices of Inedible Tallow and
TallowMeal Production RatIo*
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What is surprising is that the recovery of tallow does not seem to
have been sensitive to changes in its price, certainly not to inter-
annual movements (Chart 48). The sharp decline in prices be-
tween 1928 and 1932, for example, did not prevent a concomitant
increase in the rate of tallow recovery. Indeed, the dominant im-
pression of Chart 48 is that the rate of tallow recovery per pound
of meat has moved inversely to tallow prices. Though prices vary
positively with busiiiess cycles the tallow-meat production ratio does
not respond in any regular fashion to prosperity and depression.
In the cycles of 1918-20, 1921-24, and 1923-26 it moves positively
with business, but in the cycles of 1919-20, 1920-23, 1929-37, and
1932-38 it moves inversely. The effect of the violent cycle of 1927-
32 IS hardly noticeable.
I cannot explain this perverse behavior, but it is consistent with
other characteristics of tallow output and stocks. For example, in
the interwar period the rate of cattle slaughter tended to vary with
business cycles.9 The influence of the irregular movements of the
rate of tallow recovery per pound of meat, however, was sufficient
to make the output of tallow during business cycles irregular as
Sec above, Sec. 3. The conformity indexes of cattle slaughter to the 5 inter-
war business cycles were +60,+ 100,+78.well. The full cycle index ofthe conformity of tallowoutput w + ii, and the average referencecycle pattern of tallowoutput, de-
spite marked specific cycles, exhibitslittle except seculargrowth of output (Chart 49).
Cbort 49
Inedible IciHow Produclion,Averoqe Patterns
5 p.dfcc1.i, 19191951
- 5 r*frsnc cyc1i$ 19t9l938rirrrij
120 II
It appears,therefore, that despitea local rendering industry presumably ableto increase output inresponse to demand, pro- duction of tallowwas not, in the interwarperiod, sensitiveto short- run changes in demandas indicated by prices.Instead, it fluctu- ated in cycles ofits own, influencedpartly by therate of animal slaughter and partlyby other factors.As a result, therelation of tallow stocksto production andbusiness cycles is similarto that of cottonseed oil andother commoditieswith thesame characteristics. Stocks conformpositively toproduction cyclesand inversely to business cycles,with sometendency to leadthe latter (Chart 50). The conformityindexes of stocksduring5 production cycles'919- 37 were +6o,+20,+78; during5 business cycles c919-38,20, 20,6 whenstages I-IVwere matched withexpansions.
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case flaxseed, influence the output of linseed oil, but againanother
factor intervenes to enable productionto proceed with some de-
gree of independence of raw material supply and thusto be ad-
justed more closely to demand thanin the cases of cottonseed oil
and hog products.
The fact that bothare vegetable oils invites comparison between
cottonseed oil and linseed oil. Withrespect to the former, we found
that output cycleswere dominated by cycles in the cotton crop,
since the cottonseed itself couldnot be stored economically; hence
the production of oilwas not correlated significantly with busi-
necycles. The domesticcrop of flaxseed does not impose its
own pattern upon the production of linseed oil nearlyas strictly.
The difference reflects the differentdegree to which operations in
the two industries dependupon the size of the domestic seed crop.
While cottonseed oil is made almostexclusively from American
cottonseed, approximately half ofour linseed oil in recent years




seed in the United States controls the quantity of linseedoil pro-
duced from domestic materials, but year toyear changes in the
total output of linseed oil often disagree with those ofdomestic flax-
seed output in direction and size (Chart51 ). The balancing factor
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The possibility of offsettingfluctuations in the domesticcrop of
flaxseed by varying therate of imports makes the production of
linseed oil responsiveto changes in demand. Toestablish this re-
lation, we estimated linseedoil shipments fromoutput and changes
in stocks.' Cycles in theoutput of linseed oilvary positively with
shipments as evidenced byconformity indexes of +100, +100,
+ 100 during 2 cycles ofshipments '921-38 (actuallyfive phases-
10 There is some suggestionin the chart that longer-rundevelopments in do-
mestic flaxseed production follow thetrend of linseed oil production. Ifso, this would aid in adjusting linseedoil production to demandby gradually re- moving the pressure ofexcess supplies of raw materials whendemand is fall- ing and by gradually reducingdependence on imports duringexpansions.
11 Stocks of linseed oilare largely held by manufacturers,but they include some stocks in public storage owned byothers. The computed shipments series, therefore, is strictly an index ofthe 'disappearance' of linseedoil from the in- ventorics in manufacturing plantsand in public warehouses.
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three contractions and two expansions). The sanie relation is re-
vealed by the cycle patterns in Chart 52. Output as well as ship-
ments also conformed positively to business cycles. The average
patterns are confirmed by conformity indexes of + 100, +20, +78
for shipments and +6o, +6o, +78 for production during the 5
business cycles 1919-38.
The low conformity of shipments to business contractions re-
flects the fact that shipments continued to rise during the two mild
recessions of the mid-'twenties. This is, of course, characteristic of
commodities used in building construction during the tremendous
upswing of construction that marked the period. Production, in
contrast, did not rise during one of the five expansions and declined
during one of the two mild contractions skipped by the shipments
series. Both the rise and decline indicate that while production can
be adjusted to changes in demand, other important factors help
to guide its course.
Confirmation comes from a fact hidden in the average patterns
and other information of Chart 52. While there were 5 business
cycles during the period, and only two and one-half cycles in lin-
seed oil shipments, the National Bureau has identified 8 cycles in
linseed oil production. The situation may be clarified by inspecting
the complete series of seasonally corrected production and ship-
ments data in Chart 53. The circles and asterisks indicate the spe-
cific cycle turns identified by the National Bureau. Beginning with
a peak tentatively placed in the third quarter of i9ig, shipments
decline until the end of 192!. They then begin a long cycle which
reaches a peak at the end of 1928 and a trough in Another
long cycle corresponding to the long business cycle of 1933-37-38
follows. Production has an initial expansion in 1918-19 before our
shipments series begins. It has a contraction corresponding to that
of shipments in 1919-22, then moves through the two long cycles
found also in shipments. In addition, production moved through
several shorter cycles: two during the major expansion from 1922
to 1929, one during the major contraction from 1929 to 1932, and
two during the major expansion of the 'thirties.
Most of the 'extra' cycles in production may reasonably be at-
tributed to the fact that variations in imports cannot offset imme-














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































crop of flaxseed. A bumper crop, therefore, is likely tocause a
temporary increase in linseed oil production; a shortcrop, a tem-
porary decline. After some months, indeed, larger importscan
make good deficiencies, and smaller importsremove the pressui
of surplus seed. Hence the largermovements of linseed oil ship-
nicnts are faithfully followed by production. Fluctuationsin the
domestic crop, however, seem still ableto activate smaller produc-
tion cycles that are independent of demand.
A glance back at Chart51 lends support to this view. Ifwe neg-
lect the initial expansion of production beforethe shipments data
begin, we can match four of the otherfive extramovements of
linseed oil production witha pronounced fluctuation in thecrop.
The output peak in early1925 then corresponds to the large flax-
seed crop harvested in autumn1924. The output peak at the end
of 1927 followed the large harvestof that year. The largeoutput
of 1931 can be matched withthe big crop ofzgo, and in the same
way a large harvest was followed bya peak in linseed oil output at
the end of
The fifth extramovement in output, in I93334, presumably
has a different explanation. Itrepresents, I think, the additional
output stimulated by the expectation ofincreases in prices and
wages that accompanied the dollar devaluationand NRA episodes
of 1933. Once these influenceshad spent themselves,production
was cut and stocks liquidated.
These two sets of influencesupon output, the longer cycles of de-
mand and the shorter fluctuationsof raw material supply, helpto
explain the behavior of linseed oilstocks. As already shown incon-
nection with cottonseed oil stocks,during the shorter, supply-stimu-
lated production cycles, stocksof linseed oil tendto follow pro-
duction with a lag (Chart54). The fluctuations in the supply of
flaxseed carry linseed oiloutput now above,now below, the rate
of shipments. Whenoutput turns up, however, itdoes not imme-
diately rise above shipments,and until it does,stocks continue to
fall. And similarly when itturns down. Note particularlythe pat-
tern of stocks in the flrt full cycleof output, 1922-26,the contrac-
tion of the next cycle, and thepatterns of the last four cycles. De-




















































shipments, the influence of productioncycles has made itselffelt
in fairly regular fashion. StagesIV-VIJI seemed to be themost
typical period of expansion for stocksduring output cycles,which
accounts for the negative sign of the conformityindexes. Matching
the typical expansionstages of stocks with contractions ofproduc-
tion yielded indexes of-71, 75, too for the seven andone-half cycles.
The movement of stocks duringcycles in shipments (Chart55)
is roughly consistent withthe findings of Chapterii for finished
staples whose outputcan be adjusted to movements ofdemand. Stocks move inversely duringthe short contraction ofshipments from 1919 to7921 but during the exceptionally longphases 1921- 28, 1928-33, and1933-37, they move with shipments.During the
short contraction of1937-38, they again respondinversely. This
even mixture of very long andshort phases and of thediffering be- havior of stocks duringthem yields low indexesof conformity: +100,33, 0.
The resemblance betweenthe behavior of linseedoil stocks dur-
ing cycles in shipmentsand the typical behaviorof nonagricultur2j comino.jjjis not, indeed, perfect,but the differencesseem trace- able largely to theinfluences of the shorter,independent output cycles. For example,stocks turn upunexpectcdiy early in the long
expansion of shipmentsbeginning in7927. The explanationseems to lie in the very largeincreases of the flaxseedcrop between 7922 and 7923 and againbetween 1923 and7924. We would expect stocks to rise fora time after the peak ofshipments in the lastquar- ter of 1928 but insteadthey reacheda peak earlier, in the second
quarter of 1928, then declined.The explanationagain is the move- ment of crops. The largeflaxseed cropharvested in autumn'927 was followed by anupsurge of production inthe fourth quarter of the year and the firstquarter of 1928 (seeChart53) which lifted stocks to a peaksome months later. Theearly decline of stocks therefore seemsto reflect liquidationof excess stocksof linseed oil accumulated asa result of the bumpercrop of flaxsced in7927. Similarly, thechoppiness of thepattern of stocks in the1928-33 Contraction and in the'933-38 expansion (Chart55) can be traced to the extraproduction cycles alreadynoted.
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the relation between stocks and shipments and output. As indi-
cated above, both output and shipments tend to conformpositively
to business cycles, although in the period covered there were Signi-
ficant irregularities connected with the long cycles inshipments
and the supply-stimulated fluctuations in production. Therelation
between stocks and shipments was sometimes inverse,sometimes
positive, depending on the length of the phase; therelation be-
tween stocks and production was more or less regularlypositive
with a very long lagequivalent to an inversecorrelation with a
lead.12It is not surprising, therefore, that stocks shouldbehave ir-
regularly during busines cycles, as Chart 56suggests, with some
slight tendency toward inverted behavior: theconformity meas-
ures are20, ---6o, for5 business cycles i 919-38.
Chart 56
Linseed Oil Stocks, Average Patterns --5 sp.cihc ccl.i, 1922-1938
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CHAPTER TWELVE
6Finished Cattle I-tide Leather"
Even better than linseed oil,the output of leather illustrates how
manufacturers of farm productscan proceed independently of
short-term changes in the supplyof raw materials. The independ-
12The conformity measures forstocks during output cyclesare, indeed, nega-
tive allowing for a one-stage lead.
'5See also Ruth P. Mack'sforthcoming study referredto in Ch. so, note 8.FINISHED FARM STOCKS 301
ence, of course, is notabsolute, but it is marked, and the behavior
of tanners' stocks of finished leather reflects the kinship between
leather and other commodities whose output in the short-mn is
controlled largely by demand.
The principal source of cattle hide leather in the United States
is domestic slaughter. The supply of domestic hides in a given
period is, therefore, influenced both by the current demand for
meat and the breeding decisions made several years earlier. The
current demand for leather is of little consequence since hides do
not account for more than 10 percent of the value of slaughtered
cattle. Despite these conditions, as we saw in Chapter 10, tanners
can, in most cases, obtain enough hides to meettheir current needs.
First, cattle slaughter and leather output are at least indirectly re-
lated. Cattle slaughter tends to increase when consumer incomes
rise. And since the demand for shoes and industrial leather too is
stimulated by better business and rising incomes, the output of
leather and the domestic supply of hides both conform positively
to business cycles. The increase in cattle slaughter is not nearly as
large as in leather output, however (Chart 20). The discrepancy
between the consumption and output of hides is covered largely
by imports. When demand for hides outruns supply, the price
tends to rise, and with rising prices, imports increase (Chart 21).
Hence, the total movement into sight of cattle hides is more nearly
adjusted to the demands of leather production than is domestic
cattle slaughter (Chart 22). Finally, since hides can be stored eco-
nomically for long periods, a buffer stock is kept by dealers, im-
porters, and packers on which manufacturers can drawwhen the
current supply, whether from domestic slaughter orimports, is in-
adequate.
This argument, of course, is not exhaustive. When demandfor
hides tends to outrun supply, the rising price can and, to somede-
gree presumably does, check leather output.To this degree the
cycles in leather output are influenced by the supplyof raw ma-
terials. To some degree the same is presumably true ofall manu-
factured goods, whether from agricultural or nonagricultural ma-
terials. But here, as in the case of most nonfarm products,the in-
fluence of raw materials is not decisive. By increasing importsand
drawing on stocks of hides, leather output can outrunthe supplyS
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of hides from domesticslaughter, and by reducingimports and al- lowing excess stocksto accumulate in the handsof dealers andim- porters, it can be curtailed whendemand falls off.One indication that tanners can adjustreceipts to current needsis that theirinven.. tories of raw hides increaseand decline with leatheroutput, leaving to dealers' and importers'stocks the functionof ironingout dis- parities between supplyand demand (Chart23). Additionaicon- flimation is afforded bythe relation betweenleather and shoepro- duction. Cycles inleather outputconform positivelyto those in shoe output, and theirpatterns are generaliysimilar (Chart Conformity indexes forleather output during7 cycles in shoeout- put 1924-40 were +100,+75, +100.
Chart 57
Leather and ShoePoduction
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En this situation,stocks of finishedleather attanners act like the commodities derivedfromnonagricul materiajs reviewed in Chapter ii: theymove inverse'y to bothleather and shoeoutput. The conformityindexes of leatherstocks during7 cycles in leather Output1921-40werejo0,
4,IOO. Siniilarly, theconformityindexes of leather stocks during 7 cycles m shoe outpUt 192 4-40
were-100,5O,IO0 (Chart 58).
Chart 58
Finished Leather Stocks at Tanners andQther and Shoe Production
Average Patterns, during Production Cycles
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Leather stocks also tended to move inversely duringbusiness
cycles, although less regularly because of the imperfectconformity
of leather and shoe output to business cycles. Theconformity in-
dexes were 33, 33, w for 3 busincss cycles 1924-38(Chart
59).
This behavior contrasts markedly with thatof commodities
whose production is governed by the supply of rawmaterials. Cot-
tonseed oil and hog products, for example, tend to moveirregu-
larly, or inversely with a lag, during cycles indemand but to con-
form positively to cycles in output. Leather stocks,like stocks of
other commodities whose production isdominated by demand,
tend to move inversely to output, to demand (asrepresented by
shoe output), and to business at large.
7Other Fabricated Agricultural Products
Unfortunately, I cannot yet explain evententatively the behavior
of stocks of evaporated milk and shortenings.I can merely record
some of the relevant measuresof their movements.
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FtnLehed Leather Stocks at Tannersand Leather and ShoeProduction Average Patterns durtnq BusinessCycle.
EVAPORATED MILK (cAsEGOODS) ATMANUFACTURERS During the businesscycles for whichwe have data inventories moved irregularly.Conformity indexesfor 4 cyclesi1-38 were +50, 0,14. There doesseem to be someevidence, however,of a tendency for stocksto conform positivelyto cycles in evaporated milk output witha lag of approximately
two stages (Chart6o). Conformity indexesare +6o, +33, ±40for 5 outputcycles 1920- 37 when the expansionof stockswas measured betweenstages III and VII;measuredsynchronously, theindexes areo, 20, +20. Unlike severalother fabricatedfarm productsreviewed above, cycles in theoutput of evaporatedmilk arenot controlled by cycles in the supplyof itsraw material. Theoutput of fluid milkis vet',SHORTENINGS
The meager evidence we have on stocks of shortenings does not
suggest behavior consistent with any of the standard patterns sofar
defined. Since shortenings are made from various vegetableoils
and animal fats, both domestic and imported, outputcycles are not
likely to be strongly influenced by cycles in the output of raw ma-
terials. This, indeed, is suggested too by the conformity measures
for shorten ings output which run + 100, +50, +67 for 3cycles
1923-38 when expansion is calculated from stages Ito V.
Stocks of shortenings do not, however, act like stocksof other
fabricated goods whose output cycles are dominated bydemand
305 FINISHED FARM STOCKS
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steady compared with that of evaporated milk (Chart 6i). Fluc-
tuations in the latter must, therefore, be regarded as responses to
changes on the side of demand. But these changes themselves are
likely to be very complex; for evaporated milk is merely one of a
fairly large number of products derived from whole milk. Hence
its production would tend to be stimulated when the demand for
evaporated milk is high relative to the demands for other milk
products rather than when the demand for evaporated milk by
itself is high. Moreover, since canning milk is one means of storing
an otherwise perishable product, the demand for evaporated milk,
including the demand for storage purposes, might be expected to
be high when the demand for milk products in general is low. This
in turn leads one at first to expect evaporated milk output to be
high during depression, low during prosperity. The evidence, how-
ever, shows that it has not fluctuated in any regular fashion during
business cycles. Conformity indexes for 5 cycles 1919-38 were +6o,
50, 0.
I suspect that stocks tend to respond positively with some lag to
cycles in evaporated milk output because the latter is influenced
by the relative profitability of storing milk in this form. This hy-
pothesis, however, should be tested by studying the cost of produc-
ing evaporated milk and its price relative to costs and prices of
numerous other milk products. Apparently, too, the complexfac-
tors that control the relative profitability of producing evaporated
milk as against other milk products do not make evaporated milk
output respond in any regular fashion to business cycles. Hence the
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LcQwItMIcnki (Ch. it). For theshort period for whichwe have data, theyap- pear to move irregularlyduring both businessand output cycles (Chart 62). Conformityindexes are +100,o, o for 3 business cycles 1923-38.Conformity indexesto 3 output cycles1923-40 are +50, ioo,o. The low conformitymay, of course, reflectcondi- tions peculiarto the industry duringthe years forwhich we have data, and in thefuture its behaviormay resemble that ofother staple manufactureditems whose productionresponds to demand. Of that, however,there is as yetno evidence.
8 A GeneralAccount
The key to thebehavior of stocks offinished goods madefrom non- farm materialsis, as Chapteri i showed, the readyresponse of the supply of theseraw materials tochanges in demand.The rate of fabrication ofcommodities derivedfrom them,therefore, fluctu- ates chiefly inresponse to changes inthe demand forfabricated goods. Theresponse of productionis typically tardy(since produc- tion decisionsare guided by demand)and, in thecase of durable staples, perhapsdeliberatelyinadequate. Theresult is that stocks of finishedgoods made forthe markettend tovary inversely to shipments. Sinceproduction lagsbehind shipmentsby only a short interval, suchstocks alsovary inverselyto production.And since demand andshipments conformto business cycles,the typical re- sponse of these inventories
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demand. The current supply, as determined by weather and other
natural causes, may, therefore, largely determine the rate of fab-
rication independently of the influence of the demand for the fab-
ricated products. The effect of supply conditions on cycles in the
stocks of finished goods, however, is not uniform. The conclusions
to which the analysis of this chapter leads may besummarized in
a series of statements.
i) If a fabricated commodity's principal raw material isagricul-
tural, and if a current deficiency in supply cannot besupplemented
by imports or drafts from stocks or a current surplusremoved by
accumulating stocks, then the level of fabrication isdetermined
by the output of raw materials. Examples are cottonseed oil,lard,
frozen and cured pork.15
2) If the finished product is perishable, it mustbe marketed fairly
quickly at whatever price it will bring. Stocks,representing only
' Frozen and cured beef is not a good examplesince the stock of cattle is
sufficiently large to allow slaughter to respond to currentchanges in demand.
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Chart 62
Shortenln9s Stocks and Production,Avera9ePotlerns -Stocks
Production





the quantities in thecourse of distribution or the seasonal carry.
over, will rise and fall with output. They will not becorrelated with
demand since supplies cannot be carriedover when supply tends
to outrun demand, nor will stocks be availableto supplement cur-
rent output when demand tends to outrun supply.Examples are
lard and frozen and cured pork.
3) If the finished product is durable, (a) finishedstocks again will
tend to rise and fall with the productionof the fabricatedcom-
modity because the latter isnot correlated with demand. Stocks,
however, will tend to lag behindproduction since an interval will
usually elapse between the timeproduction begins to increase(de-
cline) and the time itsurpasses (drops below) consumption. An
example is cottonseed oil.
Stocks of finished durables (b)will tend to vary inverselyto de-
mand. For when demand is weak,a tendency for output to exceed
utilization will lead to theaccumulation of stocks; and whende-
rnand is strong,a tendency for utilization to exceedoutput can be
met partly by drawingon stocks. Peaks in stocks, however,will
tend to come later thantroughs in the utilization of thecommodity since an upturn in utilizationwill not immediatelycarry it above
output. And the samecan be said for the relation betweentroughs
in stocks and peaks inutilization. The correlationbetween stocks
and utilization will bedisturbed by the irregularfluctuations in stocks caused by irregularmovements in output during cyclesin utilization. Thestrength of the correlationwill, therefore, depend
upon the relative amplitudes ofoutput and utilization. If demand
and utilizationare positively correlated withbusiness cycles, stocks will tend to conforminversely to businesscycles witha lag. And again this pattern willbe disturbed by theirregular fluctuations of output andconcomitant movements instocks. Again anex- ample is cottonseed oil.
4) For the above relationsto hold, it is neithera necessary nor a sufficient condition thatthe goods be fabricatedfrom agricultural materials. (a) It isnot a necessarycondition because theoutput of a raw materia' may fluctuateindependently of demandfor reasons other than the hazardsof farming. It willdo so, for example, if it is a byproductf anothercommodity. (b) It isnot a sufficientcondition because short-run movements in the production of the
fabricated commodity can be rendered independent of current
raw material supply if:(i) the material can be stored econom-
ically, (ii) supplies can be supplemented from abroad, (iii) in the
case of byproducts, more can be obtained at special expense.
)If fabrication is not controlled by current domestic supply be-
cause one or more of these conditions is present, its movements
tend to follow demand. The behavior of stocks of finished goods
will then resemble that of goods produced from nonagricultural
materials. Examples are leather, linseed oil and, less clearly, tallow.
It would, of course, be of great interest to measure accurately
the stocks held by various industries that fit each case described
above. This is not possible, but rough figures indicate that manu-
factured commodities whose rate of output is dominated by van..
ations in the supply of raw materials are probably of minor import-
ance (App. E, Table io6). Apart from byproducts, a very small
group, the class is confined at the outset to products that are made
from agricultural raw materials. These accounted for some $1,368
million worth of stocks of finished goods on December 31, 1939,
or approximately 35 percent of total finished goods stocks. Of this
quantity, however, some $560 million represents goods made from
cottoii, wool, silk, hides, and rubber which can be economically
stored in crude form. The possibility of holding large quantities of
such goods for long periods undoubtedly accounts for the fact that
cycles in the output of commodities made from these materials arc
influenced principally by changes in demand, as common knowl-
edge assures us they are. Eliminating these goods reduces the class
virtually to manufactured food and tobacco products which
amounted to $8o8 million, or 20 percent of all finished goods.
But not all of this remainder clearly meets the specifications of
the class. Products made from grains can be better stored raw than
in the form of flour, and better as flour than in the form of bakery
products. It is uncertain how much to allow for these exceptions.
Roughly, we may say that stocks of finished foods whose output
cycles are governed by raw materials supply constitute perhaps 15
to 20 percent of all finished goods inventories, or 6 to 8 percent of
manufacturers' total inventories.
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